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ABSTRACT In cellular broadband access systems, such as 3GPP long-term evolution, the user equipment (UE) feeds back a quantized rate metric to the base station (eNodeB), in order to perform rate
adaptation. The periodicity of this rate feedback is fixed so as to minimize the overhead without eroding
its benefits. However, between two feedback instants n and n + δ, the actual rate that the UE can correctly
decode might change due to the: 1) Doppler shift and 2) change in the active set of interferers. Hence,
to fully exploit the benefits of adaptation, an accurate prediction of the attainable rate is required. In this
context, we argue that a non-parametric approach to rate prediction is necessary. Since the selected rate is
from a set of discrete values, the rate prediction problem is mapped by us onto a discrete sequence prediction
problem, and we construct higher order Markov models for the discrete sequences using source encoding
algorithms. We then propose two distinct rate-prediction algorithms. One of them is the adaptive maximum
a posteriori estimator, while the other is the adaptive Bayesian risk-based estimator. Both of these algorithms
simultaneously estimate the best Markov model for each UE and then perform prediction based on the
estimated model.
INDEX TERMS Statistical learning, adaptive algorithms, prediction algorithms, feedback communications,
adaptive estimation, time series analysis, Markov processes.
I. INTRODUCTION

Fourth Generation (4G/4G+) mobile broadband access systems require adapting the transmission rates based on the
channel conditions experienced by the receiver. Indeed,
Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) is likely to remain
a key building block in all future systems. Hayes in [1] was
the first to propose adaptive feedback communication for
multi-path fading channels where the receiver would estimate the channel coefficient and feed it back to transmitter
was considered. The feedback was assumed to be free of
delay and errors. Hayes then compared the feedback-aided
scheme to the then conventional no feedback scheme at a
constant average transmission energy and fixed rate. In the
feedback-aided scheme, the transmitter would increase the
transmit power during poor channel conditions and decrease
the power otherwise. The power would be ‘‘just enough’’ to
reliably transmit the desired fixed rate. In such a scenario,
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Hayes [1] demonstrated that feedback substantially improved
the reliability of the system.
A. A HISTORY OF RATE FEEDBACK

While Hayes [1] was the first to suggest the idea of feedback
to improve the reliability of communications over the wireless channel, Cavers in [2] suggested rate adaptation based
on feedback. He demonstrated that for the same average
rate varying the instantaneous rate using feedback gave a
50dB gain in SNR for the same bit error rate (BER). Then
Hentinen [3] showed that amongst the adaptive communication techniques, rate adaptation had the best performance.
One of the first complete system design for adaptive coded
modulation was provided by Chua and Goldsmith [4]. Their
scheme showed an improvement of nearly 20dB over the
non-adaptive scheme. Then Alouini and Goldsmith [5] quantified the capacity of channels in the presence of various
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FIGURE 1. Outline of this paper.

FIGURE 2. Timeline of a History of Adaptive Feedback Communication.

power and rate adaptation schemes and demonstrated that rate
adaptation performs close to the complex scheme relying on
both simultaneous power and rate adaptation. The theoretical
work on rate adaptation proved useful when it was applied
in 3G and 4G communication systems [6]. What follows
will be a brief history of rate adaptation in various mobile
communication standards.
1) GPRS

The Generalized Packet Radio Systems (GPRS) is the packet
data transmission standard that lies on top of the GSM network. GPRS used convolutional codes and Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulation. GPRS based on four
different coding schemes which deliver data-rates between
8 kbps and 20 kbps to a given user. It achieves this by
puncturing the existing rate- 21 convolutional code [7]. The
scheme which achieves 20 kbps has no parity bits at all [7].
Therefore it is used only when the channel conditions are very
good.
2) EDGE

Then Enhanced Data-rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) came
as an enhancement over GPRS and it included the modulation
of 8-PSK in addition to the GMSK present. It used 9 modulation and coding schemes and transmitted at rates ranging from
8.8 kbps to 59.2 kbps [7]. This offered the users increased
capability to adapt to the time-varying channel conditions.
Making the transmission rate more adaptable is the advantage
that EDGE obtained over GPRS.
VOLUME 4, 2016

FIGURE 3. A 19 cell, 57 sector hexagonal network.

3) HSDPA

High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) which is a
post third generation standard has 31 channel quality indicator (CQI) levels. The CQI levels in HSDPA indicate not
only the modulation and coding rate to be used but also
the transport block size (code block size) [8]. For certain
receiver categories, where the receiver cannot receive high
data rates, a high CQI value is used for achieving transmission power reduction at the base-station [8]. Furthermore, the CQI levels in HSDPA depend on the receiver
type and quality [8]. The rate adaptation of HSDPA facil4731
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FIGURE 4. A typical feedback system.

itates data rates spanning from 1.8 Mbps to 14.1 Mbps
and uses QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM modulation
schemes [6], [8].

depends on both the signal as well as on the interference
power.
B. RATE FEEDBACK : ARTEFACTS

4) LTE

In Long Term Evolution (LTE), there are 28 Modulation
and Coding Scheme (MCS) values and the maximum transmission rate can exceed 300 Mbps [9]. Here, the modulation schemes of QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM are used
for transmission. The receiver or the user equipment (UE)
transmits one out of 16 possible CQI values which is then
mapped to one of the 28 MCS values. In LTE, the CQI
gives only information about the channel condition seen by
the UE and there is no mentioning of the transport block
size. Furthermore, LTE also relies on metrics called rank
index (RI) feedback and precoder matrix index (PMI) feedback which allows the base-station to adapt the number of
transmit streams and the choice of the precoding matrix based
on the UE feedback.
Clearly, feedback aided rate-adaptation has been playing an increasingly important role in advanced systems and
this trend is expected to continue in future generations.
In earlier systems, only the channel conditions and the
noise power controlled the rate adaptation whilst ignoring
the interference. The interference signals came from basestations that were spaced far apart because typically a frequency reuse-3 regime was used, where no neighbouring
base-stations used the same set of frequencies. However,
in modern cellular systems where potentially every basestation uses the same set of resources, it is the interference that limits the capacity of the wireless channel. Thus
the feedback also depends on the instantaneous Signal to
Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). A system relying
on radical unity-frequency-reuse associated with 19 cells
and 3 sectors per cell is shown in Fig. 3. In such a system, the interference emanating from neighbouring sectors
will limit the transmission rate. The CQI feedback therefore
4732

A rate metric which reflects the channel capacity is evaluated
at the UE using the proposed receiver algorithm. Then this
metric is quantized and fed back to the BS. For example, LTE
supports 4 bit quantization, wherein the quantized Channel
Quality Indicator (CQI) ranges from 0 to 15 [9]. This 4-bit
CQI value (C u ) is then mapped to a 5 bit Modulation and
Coding Scheme MCS (M u ) at the eNodeB, which assumes
one of 28 possible states. The following artefacts can impede
accurate rate feedback by the UE
1) The SINR estimation at the UE relies on the pilot
symbols which are limited in number and accurately
estimating the rate metric may not be possible.
2) The UE may report back either an unnecessarily biased
conservative/optimistic rate estimate leading to a low or
to an excessively high BLER.1
3) The CQI estimation algorithm used at the UE is not
known to the BS and an Outer Loop Link Adaptation
algorithm (OLLA) like in [10] is necessary at the BS to
correct for any discrepancies in the reported CQI.
4) The reported rate could become outdated by the time the
eNodeB uses the information.
Piantanida et al. in [11] provides theoretical bounds on the
capacity of channels when there are errors in estimating
the capacity. The authors introduce the Estimation Induced
Outage capacity terminology to study the impact of channel
estimation errors on outage capacity. The problems considered can be classified either as the accuracy degradation of
feedback information with time or as erroneous estimation/
transmission of feedback information. The overall feedback
model is represented by Fig. 4.
1 A conservative rate is one were a very low rate is transmitted and the
probability of successful transmission is high and an optimistic rate means a
high rate with low decoding success.
VOLUME 4, 2016
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FIGURE 5. An erroneous feedback system.

1) ERRONEOUS FEEDBACK

For the rate feedback to be performed, first the SINR has to be
estimated at the UE. Naturally, this SINR estimation may not
be accurate always. Note that the system seen in Fig. 5 represents the erroneous feedback model the best. If we can write
R̂(n) = R(n − k), the erroneous feedback model becomes
equivalent to the delayed feedback model.
2) TIME DEGRADATION OF FEEDBACK INFORMATION

There are two scenarios where the feedback information
degrades with time.
i Feedback Delay: The SINR feedback received from the
UE is available for processing at the Base-station (BS)
only a few milliseconds (usually this delay is 5 ms)
after its estimation. For example, the UE may estimate the SINR based on the sub-frame received at time
instant (n − γ ) and this is available to the BS only at
instant n as Xnu . A detailed study of the effect of CQI
delay is provided by Sacristan et al. [12] as well as by
Kuhne and Klein [13].
ii Outdated Feedback: Typically, the CQI feedback
received at time instant n from a user u is mapped to
an MCS value Xnu . Then it (Xnu ) is used for scheduling and transmission until the next CQI feedback is
u
received, which is then mapped at time (n + δ) to Xn+δ
(δ is typically 5ms) [9]. However, the actual MCS value
may change from time instant n to (n + i), where i < δ
due to the change in SINR over time and Xnu can become
outdated when used at time instant (n + i).
The time degradation of feedback has to be compensated
by predicting the future rate. This rate prediction problem of adaptive modulation has been studied in [14]–[16].
In [15] and [16], the time-varying effects of fast fading
channels are considered and the interference variations over
time were not taken into account. On the other hand, in [14],
the CQI estimation is treated as a continuous-value prediction problem and techniques such as SINR extrapolation
as well as Wiener filtering based prediction were applied.
While these techniques can be applied at the UE, the eNodeB
VOLUME 4, 2016

cannot simply invert the SINR-CQI mapping and use the
techniques presented in [14]. This is because the CQI feedback is provided by all the UEs in the system and each
UE may use different techniques for (a) calculating the
post-processing SINR depending on its receiver algorithm,
(b) mapping the resultant SINR onto a CQI value, and
(c) altering or biasing the CQI before feeding it back. Moreover, such a mapping will not provide any useful information
since the eNodeB has to finally choose from a set of discrete
rates for its transmission. In order to compensate for the
outdation-induced degradation of the rate feedback, MCS
prediction is necessary at the BS. Hence, a major part of this
paper deals with rate/MCS prediction as a discrete sequence
prediction problem and we identify various challenges in the
discrete sequence prediction framework, we then attempt to
solve them. We consider the feedback outdation in isolation,
assuming that the rate-estimation is perfect as shown in Fig. 6.
A key advantage of using discrete sequence prediction is that
it can be performed even at the base-station. Thus in [17]
we introduced a discrete sequence prediction approach and
enabled prediction at the BS. In this work we detail the
rationale behind discrete sequence prediction and provide
enhancements over [17].
C. DOPPLER AND PARTIAL LOADING

The MCS variations occur owing to the following reasons:
(i) The channel changes over time according to the
Doppler frequency, which directly affects the channel coefficients between the UE and both the
desired as well as the interfering eNodeBs [18]. This
change, which is gradual and smooth is a function of both the UE velocity and of the scattering
environment.
(ii) The MCS Xnu becomes significantly outdated when, the
active set of interferers encountered by a UE u changes.
This change in the active set of interferers is typically
because of the following two reasons:
(ii-a) Non-Saturated Traffic: In order to reduce the
latency experienced by real-time traffic, the eNodeB
employs admission control for ensuring that the
4733
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FIGURE 6. A feedback system with just delay.

system is loaded at only 70 − 80% of its capacity.
Furthermore, queued packets at the eNodeB of delay
sensitive applications, such as VoIP may get dropped
if their timer expires. Therefore, it is possible that
at several scheduling instants the eNodeB may not
have data packets for filling up all the sub-bands. This
leads to abruptly fluctuating, randomly spaced gaps
in the frequency domain of the transmit signal from
the eNodeB and can lead to large variations between
u .
Xnu and Xn+δ
(ii-b) Sub-frame Blanking: In Het-Nets, the Macro
BS (macros) appear as strong interferers to the Pico
BS (picos) UEs in the same cell limiting the pico’s
transmission rate. In order to improve this rate, the
macro stops transmitting in some of the sub-frames
as part of a process referred to as sub-frame blanking [19], [20]. However, for the UEs communicating in the neighbouring cells this imposes an abrupt
change in the active set of interferers. Considering
the fact that in LTE hetnets, the macro transmits
typically at 20 dB higher power than the pico [20],
the pico will not appear as a strong interferer to
the UEs in the neighbouring cells. Therefore, the
process of sub-frame blanking at the macros will
result in a dynamically varying set of active interferers to the neighbouring cells’ UEs. This effect will
become pronounced, if there is dynamic sub-frame
blanking [19].
If the BSs transmit data continuously, we have a fully loaded
system. On the other hand, if not all BSs transmit over all
resources, the system is referred to as being partially loaded.
Typically, the SINR change due to partial loading is more
abrupt than the change owing to the Doppler effect. Therefore
under partial loading rate-prediction is a tougher problem to
handle. We used some MCS sequences obtained from the
system simulator to study the effect of partial loading and
doppler on the MCS sequences.
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In this work, we focus our attention on the outdated feedback of CQI. While the problem of feedback delay can be
handled by the UE, the problem of outdated feedback cannot
be readily counteracted by the UE alone. For instance, if the
UE predicts the rate at the instant (n + δ) and feeds it back
to the BS at n, the BS will have no knowledge of the MCS to
be used at (n + i) for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., δ − 1. Therefore, the UE
has to feed back a CQI that is appropriate at time instant n,
and the BS must have a prediction mechanism for selecting
the MCS to be used for transmission until the next feedback
u
Xn+δ
is received. Our focus is on analysing the narrowband
MCS sequence received from each UE, and then predicting
the MCS indices X u n+i for time instants i = 1, 2...δ − 1 from
the discrete sequence of past values {Xnu , X u n−δ , X u n−2δ ...}.
Since we observe the values with a periodicity of δ we
cannot use these values to simply predict X u n+1 , X u n+2 .
u
u
However we can predict Xn+δ
and use Xnu , Xn+δ
to interpolate the values in between. We shall be providing a
u . Next we shall provide a generic
scheme for predicting Xn+δ
system model for rate feedback and then give different network models and discuss the ease of studying rate variations in those models before justifying the discrete sequence
approach that we will be employing to predict the rate
variations.
II. A DETAILED SET OF SYSTEM MODELS
A. A GENERIC RATE FEEDBACK SYSTEM

A generic mobile communication system relying on rate
adaptation supports multiple transmission rates (TR) denoted
by the indices M = {M0 , M1 . . . Mm }. These transmission
rates are chosen in accordance with the near-instantaneous
channel conditions and the receiver complexity. The receiver
complexity does not change over time and it may be viewed as
a constant bias of the possible transmission rate. For instance,
at the same receive SINR levels a receiver using a better
channel estimation algorithm will perceive a higher bit-level
SNR and hence can support higher rates. The CQI feedback
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TABLE 1. Abbreviations.

FIGURE 7. Illustration of a Hexagonal lattice.

the matrix:

1

√2 .
3
2
The resultant lattice forming the centre of the cells is illustrated in Fig. 7. Naturally, cellular networks are finite, but
we consider an infinite lattice to avoid edge effects. The BSs
at the centre of the cells are located on the vertices of the
lattice 3. We assume that the users are uniformly distributed
in the plane. We consider a user located arbitrarily in the cell
of the BS at the origin. Let u ∈ Co denote the location of a
typical user, where Co denotes the cell of the BS at the origin.
We assume the standard path loss model `(x) = kxk−α ,
α > 2. Independent Rayleigh fading is assumed between
all the BSs and the users. The fading power between BS
x ∈ 3 and the user u is denoted by hxu . Since the fading
is Rayleigh, hxu represents exponentially distributed random
variables with a unit mean.
When analyzing partially loaded systems, the probabilities
of the BS transmission are assumed to be independent of each
other but identical to each other. We denote this probability
by pT . The network is assumed to be interference limited and
hence we neglect the effects of noise.
The signal-to-interference ratio at the user is given by

1
B=

0

TABLE 2. Key notations.

configuration is selected from a set C = {C0 , C1 . . . Cc }. The
CQI is used at the BS to compute a TR ∈ M and this process is
also termed as link adaptation.This link adaptation is denoted
as follows:
M u = f (C u ).

(1)

The system under consideration also supports multiple
transmissions in case the transmitted packet is not decoded
successfully at the first attempt. Such a system needs two
types of feedback by the UE -a) CQI feedback: The CQI
which reflects the current channel conditions b)ACK/NACK
feedback: If the transmission has been received successfully, the UE sends a packet acknowledgement (ACK)
to the eNodeB, else it sends a negative acknowledgement (NACK), following which the packet is re-transmitted.
The ACK/NACK based retransmission can be performed
using a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) protocol
associated with soft combining.
B. A SIMPLE NETWORK MODEL

The BSs are assumed to be located on the vertices of a lattice.
We consider a hexagonal lattice for BS locations. A square
lattice consists of all the points in Z2 and a hexagonal lattice
is obtained by a linear transformation of the square lattice by
VOLUME 4, 2016

hou kuk−α

SIR = X0
x∈3

hxu kx − uk−α I(x)

.

The probability of having adequate coverage is given by
Pc = P(SIR ≥ θ ).
For such a network, the probability of coverage was analysed
by us in [21] under partial as well as full loading. In this
contribution, we shall use this expression to demonstrate the
complex interplay between the traffic and transmission rate
even for a highly simplified network model. In [21], the
probability of adequate coverage for a hexagonal network was
given by:
!
X0 pT θ kukα
P(SIR > θ) ≈ exp −
.
(2)
kxkα + θ kukα
x∈3

However, this expression requires the probability of
BS transmission to be known beforehand. The probability
4735
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of BS transmission depends upon two factors a) the traffic process and b) the rate of BS transmission for all the
interfering BS and of the serving BS. Now the coverage
probability based on SINR can be modified for expressing
the distribution of the transmission rate using the readjusting
of R = log(1 + SIR) as follows:
!
X0 pT (er − 1)kukα
P(R > r) ≈ exp −
. (3)
kxkα + (er − 1)kukα
x∈3

Observe that the rate distribution is a function of the transmission probability which is in turn a function of both the rate
distribution and of the traffic.Let us first start with a slotted
transmission model where in every slot there are Rs resources
(one symbol can be assigned to one resource) over which
which data can be transmitted. Let us now assume a traffic
model in which every T slots Rb bits arrive. If the average
rate of transmission is E(R), the traffic load/probability of
transmission is given by:
Rb /E(R)
(4)
Rs T
Now, if we were to substitute the average value of R for a
given pT in (3), then we would be able to find the average
traffic loading and the rate of transmission, given a certain
traffic arrival process.
pT =

1) FINDING THE AVERAGE RATE OF TRANSMISSION

We will commence from
P(R > r) ≈ exp −

X0
x∈3

!
pT (er − 1)kukα
.
kxkα + (er − 1)kukα

(5)

We first approximate the summation in (5) with an integral as
follows:
Z
X0 pT θ kukα
pT θ kukα dx
≈
.
(6)
α
α
kxkα + θ kukα
x∈R2 kxk + θ kuk

FIGURE 8. Comparing Coverage CDFs: True CDF and Approximation
using (7). (a) pT = 0.5,α = 4. (b) pT = 0.5,α = 3.

x∈3

This integral is evaluated as follows:
Z
2
π
pT θ kukα dx
π2
=
csc( )pT θ α kuk2 .
α + θkukα
2
kxk
α
α
x∈R

(7)

It is shown in Fig. 8 that our approximation is sufficiently
close to the true CDF calculated numerically.
Thus the overall rate distribution can be approximated by
the following closed form:


2
π
π2
P(R > r) ≈ exp −
csc( )pT (er − 1) α kuk2 .
(8)
α
α
Since R is a positive random variable, its mean can be found
by integrating the complementary CDF from 0 to ∞. If we use
the average rate computed this way in (4), we will arrive at:
Rb
.
(9)
Rs T
The RHS of (9) is only dependent on the traffic and on the
network resources and we will refer to this as the loading
factor Lf = RRsbT . Notice that Lf is the ratio of the number of
E(R)pT =
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FIGURE 9. Variation of E (R) with Lf .

bits Rb that arrive in T time-slots to the number of resources
Rs available during the same time. For α = 4, we numerically
plot the rate of transmission as a function of the loading factor
in Fig. 9.
Observe that in order to obtain this result we stipulated the
following implicit and explicit assumptions:
• The network is an infinite network.
• Only Rayleigh fading and path loss are present.
VOLUME 4, 2016
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A continuous set of rates can be used.
No feedback artefacts are present i.e. always the ideal
rate of transmission is used.
• There is no scheduling mechanism at the BS that would
modify the traffic patterns.
Thus, for this network we have managed to find an average
rate of transmission given the loading factor Lf under our simplifying assumptions. However in a practical mobile network
many of our idealized simplifying assumptions do not hold.
There will be a specific set of legitimate transmission rates
that has to be fed back. If the feedback is imperfect then there
is an outage event which results in a re-transmission. The
re-transmission changes the traffic loading on the network
which in turn changes the rate. Thus it can be seen that even
for a simple network model, parametrizing the network and
using the parameters for rate prediction becomes impractical.
It is in this context that we study non-parametric approaches
to rate prediction, which are simply based on the observed
MCS sequences. In the next section we will describe an LTE
system simulator which has been used in [17] that adequately
reflects the complexity of the mobile network.
•
•

FIGURE 10. LTE Frame Structure courtesy [24].

C. LTE NETWORK SIMULATOR

The LTE system relying on radical unity-frequency-reuse
with 19 cells and 3 sectors per cell is considered, as shown
in Fig. 3 with ‘‘wrap around’’ implemented, in order to avoid
edge discontinuities [22]. The UEs are distributed uniformly
in each sector with 10 UEs per sector. The simulator has
been fully calibrated with the system simulators employed
by various organizations involved in LTE standards meetings.
The LTE systems use Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) in the physical layer, where the subcarriers are grouped into sub-bands [23], and the users are
allocated a set of sub-bands for their data transmission. Each
eNodeB in Fig. 3 transmits over the same set of resources,
since, it is a ‘reuse-one’ system. The OFDMA regime of
the 10MHz bandwidth LTE system has 1024 sub-carriers,
but only the 600 in the middle are actively used [23]. These
600 sub-carriers are grouped into 50 groups of
12 sub-carriers (SCs) each, over 14 consecutive OFDM symbols. Although there are multiple CQI feedback techniques
in LTE, we consider only periodic feedback, where the user
combines the CQIs of the best five sub-bands and feeds
back this aggregated CQI index along with the five sub-band
indices. This estimation of the aggregated CQI is highly UE
specific. Since different UEs are manufactured by different
vendors, the algorithms used may vary. At the eNodeB the
CQI values reported are mapped onto MCS values. Hence,
the eNodeB becomes aware of the MCS sequences of all the
users in the system.
We use a full LTE system simulator to obtain the MCS
sequences for each UE. The path loss exponent and shadow
fading parameters are as specified in [25] for an Urban Macro
model. The channel model used in the simulator is a generic
one recommended for the Urban Macro-cell as specified
in [25], which is a realistic model for general wide-band
VOLUME 4, 2016

cellular systems. Explicitly, the channels spanning from each
UE to each eNodeB are modelled using different parameters,
such as the angle of arrival and departure of the multipath
rays, the distance-dependent power delay profile, and the
multipath profiles [25]. Different users experience different
delay spreads, and even the same user is subjected to different
delay spreads from different eNodeBs. Hence, the multipath
power delay profile of the channel between the UE and the
serving eNodeB may differ from that between the served UE
and the interfering eNodeBs. Our detailed channel model is
that of [25, Sec. 5.3.1] and owing to space limitations we do
not explicitly give the details, because it is a lengthy procedure, which is available in [25]. The strongest m (typically
m = 8) interferers contaminating each user are modeled
explicitly in the simulator. We are considering 210 users in a
57-sector network layout associated with wrap around. This
implies that the simulator would have to model 210 × 57
multipath channels and all the scheduling information in each
sector must be available to all the users for modelling all
the interference. Fortunately, this is however not required
because even the 8-th strongest interferer is on average,
nearly 30dB lower than the signal power and the remaining
48 interferers are likely to be nearly insignificant. Hence
instead of modelling all those channels, we combine those
interferers along with thermal noise and model them as a
single Gaussian variable having a power equal to the sum
of the rest of the interference and noise power. This allows
us to reduce the computational complexity of the simulator.
This simplification is indeed necessary for the simulations
to be run in a manageable time. Furthermore, since we
are modelling the interferers as weak as 30dB below the
signal power, we have not degraded the accuracy of our
results. The number 8 was chosen simply considering the
4737
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TABLE 3. Mean power levels of the interferers of different ranks relative
to the desired signal and relative to the strongest interferer.

two neighbouring sectors in the same cell and the sectors in
the first tier, which will transmit in the direction of the UE.
We also present a table below on the relative power levels of
the different interferers with respect to the desired eNodeB
and with respect to the strongest interfering eNodeBs.
It can be seen from Table 3 that the 8-th strongest interferer’s
average power level is 30dB lower than the desired eNodeB’s
power level and more than 20dB below the strongest
interferer’s power level, i.e., the contribution of even the
8-th strongest interferer is less than one-hundredth of the
strongest interferer and all the weaker interferers’ contributions to the interference will be even more marginal
this does not warrant them to be modelled explicitly. The
detailed simulation parameters are summarized in Table 4 for
completeness.
TABLE 4. Baseline simulation parameters.

The eNodeB requests MCS feedback from each user once
in every δ seconds (typically δ=5ms), while the remaining
details are given in Table 5. Since the number of possible MCS values is 28, this corresponds to rates varying from 0.1523 bits per symbol - QPSK with code rate
0.076, to 5.5547 bits per symbol - 64 QAM code rate 0.93
(see [9, Table 10.1]). The rate-sequence received looks like
u , ...X u ...X u , where the eNodeB at time instant (iδ−1)
Xδu , X2δ
nδ
iδ
u
has to use a value X(i−1)δ
, which was estimated at time instant
(i − 1)δ.
4738

TABLE 5. System configuration.

In the case of partial loading, all the eNodeBs refrain
from using the entire set of sub-bands available to them for
transmitting data and hence the active set of interferers in a
sub-band changes over time. We simulate the following traffic
profiles:
(i) A generalized traffic distribution with an exponential inter-arrival period of 50ms and a packet size
of 3000 bytes. This corresponds to a partially loaded
system.
(ii) A situation where all eNodeBs transmit continuously
corresponding to full loading.
To summarize, we have to estimate a time-varying discrete
rate to be used both for partial and full loading. There are
57 eNodeBs with each eNodeB running scheduling algorithms which are independent of the other eNodeBs. These
users can be scheduled for transmission over different bands,
at different times, and both the interfering as well as desired
channels also change over time.
The above model is extremely difficult to characterize
mathematically, since we would have to model the scheduler’s behaviour under time-varying tele-traffic statistics.
Furthermore, the user-interferer channels are not independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) in the Spatial Channel
Model [25]. Additionally, the rate selection and scheduling of
an eNodeB affects the interference pattern encountered at the
other eNodeBs. However, one could use empirical joint temporal rate distribution of a user, for predicting the rate from
the MCS sequence observed for the user, and this is far easier
than modelling the system and analysing it mathematically.
Since the sequence to be predicted is from a discrete set, we
opted for using standard discrete sequence prediction tools.
III. COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS FOR BUILDING
MODELS OF THE MCS SEQUENCES

In the previous section, we highlighted how the MCS prediction of each UE could be mapped to a discrete sequence
prediction problem for which a joint temporal distribution
of the sequence can be constructed. The problem of constructing a discrete distribution has been extensively studied
in [26]–[30] in various contexts, and we apply these
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Algorithm 1 Active LeZi Algorithm
1: WL = 0, W = ∅, D = ∅.
2: Assign w = ∅ .
3: Append the incoming MCS index v to the MCS string
w and W , resulting in W = (W , v), w = {w, v} WL =
WL + 1.
4: If w is part of D do not add w to D.
5: If w is not part of the dictionary add w to the dictionary
D = D, w and assign w = ∅.
6: WLmax = Maximum word length in dictionary.
7: If WL > WLmax delete W [0].
8: Update the relative frequency tree based on all contexts
in the MCS window W .
9: Repeat from Step 3.

techniques for MCS prediction with appropriate modifications. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) is one of the most
generic tools for discrete sequence prediction according
to [26]. However, HMMs require huge training and is hence
inapplicable to the online sequence prediction problem at
hand. Moreover in [26] algorithms such as Context Tree
Weighing (CTW), Probability Suffix Tree and Prediction by
Partial Match (PPM) are compared and PPM is shown to have
the best performance. This has resulted in PPM being used
in discrete sequence prediction in papers such as [27]. For
notational simplicity, we shall drop the δ which denotes the
feedback period and number the sequences as 1, 2, 3 . . ..

To update a context, {wi−k . . . wi−1 , wi } first travel to wi−k
from the root and from there to wi−(k−1) and so on until wi
is reached. Then we increment the frequency of that node by
one if it exists, or initialize that node with frequency one if it
does not exist.
The full relative frequency tree for the above
MCS sequence is shown in Fig. 11.
The nodes in the tree seen in Fig. 11 provide information
about the number of times a specific pattern of MCS indices
has occurred. For example, in Fig. 11 if one looks at the leftmost node in the bottom-most generation, a value of 27(1)
is observed. This implies that the sub-sequence {22,22} has
been followed by a {27} i.e. {22,22,27} has occurred once
and from the parent of that node {22,22} has occurred thrice,
while {22} itself has occurred seven times.
However, this algorithm suffers from certain implementation difficulties. The MCS context-length in this algorithm
grows with time, thereby requiring an ever-increasing memory to store them along with their relative frequency trees.
Since the channel correlations are typically of the order of
only a few milliseconds, the correlations inherent in the
MCS sequences do not manifest themselves over a prolonged
period of time. Any change in the number of active interferers
further weakens the correlations.

A. ACTIVE LeZi

The Active LeZi algorithm constructs a variable-order
Markov chain as proposed in [27]. This is shown
in Algorithm 1. This algorithm uses a sliding window for
updating the relative frequency tree of the MCS, and this
will be highlighted in an example. We denote the current
observation window by W , its length by WL , and maximum
allowed window length by WLmax , the MCS dictionary by D
and the current MCS-index as w.

FIGURE 11. Active LeZi example tree.

This algorithm generates a relative frequency tree for the
MCS sequence of S 0 = 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 27, 27, 24, 24, 22,
24, 27, 24, 24, 22. as seen in Fig. 11. The tree update is briefly
discussed here. If a window W has i elements {w1 , w2 . . . wi }
then the contexts to be updated are: {wi }, {wi−1 , wi },
{wi−2 , wi−1 , wi } . . . {w2 , w3 . . . wi }, and {w1 , w2 . . . wi }.
VOLUME 4, 2016

FIGURE 12. Sleep Cycle courtesy [9].

Thus, it is unnecessary to observe long windows for predicting the next MCS index. Furthermore, these predictors
converge to the optimal model-order only asymptotically.
However, due to the effect of the UE’s sleep cycle [9], we
would rarely encounter asymptotically long sequences to
infer the relative frequencies. In order to save battery power,
when the user is idle, the UE stops measuring/sensing the
channel and hence there is no feedback during this time.
This is shown in Fig. 12 where two types of sleep cycles are
indicated, namely the short Discontinuous Reception (DRX)
and long DRX. First, the UE senses the control channel for
ascertaining whether any data is to be received. If there is no
data to be received, it goes into a short sleep cycle, where the
UE does not sense the channel and does not provide MCS
feedback. Then, it again senses the channel at the end of the
short DRX, and if there is still no data to receive, it switches
to another short DRX and after N such short DRXs, if there
is no data for it the UE goes into a long DRX. The duration of
both the short and long DRX as well as of N are configurable,
and they are configured according to the specific traffic type
that the UE is receiving. Moreover, the MCS sequence itself
cannot be assumed to be strictly stationary over long sequence
lengths. Hence, the prediction algorithms must be capable of
reliably operating with short sequence lengths.
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Since the Active LeZi algorithm requires a high amount
of memory as well as an asymptotically long sequence, and
the sequence lengths available satisfy neither of the above
requirements, we propose using a fixed maximum modelorder based algorithm in the next section.
B. PREDICTION BY PARTIAL MATCH

Most online predictors are based on the short memory principle, in which the recent past is more important for prediction, i.e. prediction is carried out by observing the previous
k u symbols. Here we plan to construct a fixed k max -depth
frequency tree and then use the Markov model-orders ranging
from 1 to (k max − 1) to make predictions. The PPM uses the
Active LeZi algorithm with the WLmax fixed to some k max .
It can be seen that with a tree depth of k max , models up to
order (k max − 1) can be constructed and the techniques of
building these models will be provided in the next subsection.
We now showWhile we can use the entire tree to its maximal
depth k max for prediction, we would prefer to find the optimal
tree-depth that can be used for prediction, given the accuracy
of the specific conditional distributions gleaned from the
tree. Hence, for each user we would like to find a specific
tree depth k u + 1 i.e. model order k u depending on its own
MCS sequence. The technique of constructing the conditional
distribution from the tree is detailed in the next subsection.
C. ESTIMATION OF P(Xnu |X u n−1 ...X u n−k ) USING THE
FREQUENCY TREES

Using the techniques presented above, Markov models up
to the order of (k max − 1) can be constructed. In order to
use this model for prediction, each MCS index has to be
assigned a probability of occurrence, given the model and
the previous (k − 1) MCS indices. This has to be done using
the tree-depth ranging from 1 to k . This is because even if
a k-depth node returns the probability of a particular state as
zero, there might be a lower-order context in which the state
could have occurred. Therefore, to obtain the probability of
occurrence of a state using the model-order (k −1) we have to
combine the information gleaned, both from the model order
(k − 2) and that from the frequency tree of depth k. This is
termed as blending and typical blending methods are detailed
in [27] and [26]. Given the relative frequencies of all the
MCS indices and given that the previous (k − 1) MCS indices
were X u n−(k−2) , ..Xnu , the probability that the next MCS is
u
Xn+1
= ti is given by the recursion of [26], [27]:
u
P0 (Xn+1
u
Pk (Xn+1

=
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Pn
= tj ) =

u
i=1 I(X i

n

= tj )

(10)

u
= ti ) = P(Xn+1
= ti |Xnu , .., X u n−(k−1) = tj1 ..tjk )
Pn
u
u
i=1 I(X (i+k) , ...X i = tj ..tjk )
Pn
u
u
i= I(X (i+(k−1)) , ..X i = tj1 ..tjk )
!
P Pn
u
u
tj
i=1 I(X (i+k) ..X i = tj ..tjk )
+ 1 − Pn
·
u
u
i=1 I(X (i+(k−1)) ..X i = tj1 ..tjk )
u
Pk−1 (Xn+1
= ti ),
(11)

where I(X u (i+k) , ...X u i = tj0 ..tjk ) is an indicator function that takes the value of one,
P when the sequence
{tjk , tjk−1 ...tj1 , tj0 } has arrived and ni=1 I(X u (i+k) , ...X u i =
tj0 ..tjk ) is the relative frequency of occurrence for the
sequence {tjk , tjk−1 ...tj1 , tj0 }, while n is the sequence length
that has been observed. For example, let us again use the
tree given in Fig. 11 to compute the probability that the next
value of the MCS sequence S’ is 24. Recall from S’ that
the last seen values are 24, 22. Observe from Fig. 11 that
the number of times 24,22,24 has occurred given 24,22 was
observed is 1 and the number of times that 24,22 has occurred
is 2. The number of times 24,22 has occurred with no future
stored context is also 1, which exemplifies the second term
in (11). This is the probability by which the lower order model
P(24|22) is weighted. Therefore we have P(24|24, 22) =
1
1
2 5
1
2 + (1 − 2 )P(24|22) and P(24|22) = 7 + 7 . 15 . Thus, we
1
1 5
13
arrive at P(24|24, 22) = 2 + (1 − 2 ) 21 = 21
Above, we have detailed the techniques of constructing
relative frequency trees and using them for evaluating the
probabilities:
u )
P(Xnu |Xn−1
u , Xu
u
P(Xn |Xn−1
n−2 )
..
.
u , Xu
u
P(Xnu |Xn−1
n−2 , ..., X n−(kmax −1) ).
However, a question remains about the model order to be used
for prediction. This is because the higher order-models rely
on more estimated parameters, hence they may also have a
higher modelling error. In the next section, we propose a pair
u
of algorithms, which rely on the true value Xn+1
observed at
u
(n + 1) to adaptively select a specific k for use in (11). Note
that k u will vary for different users, depending on the UE’s
MCS sequence.

IV. ADAPTIVE PREDICTION USING THE
RELATIVE FREQUENCY TREES

In the previous section, we saw that probability functions
of different model-order may be constructed and any of
them could be used for prediction. A higher order model
uses more information for prediction than a lower order
model, thereby potentially increasing its prediction accuracy.
However, if the model parameters are not known a priori,
they have to be estimated, and, the higher the order of a
model, the more parameters have to be estimated. As a result,
typically the modelling error also increases upon increasing
its order, and may even potentially reduce the prediction
accuracy.
It is also possible that no higher-order model is necessary
for modelling the data. For instance, in a simple i.i.d coin
toss sequence, it is not necessary at all to build a Markov
model. A model relying on a single parameter indicating
the probability of heads occurring would suffice. In the rate
prediction problem studied, we always receive the true value
of the rate after a time elapse. Hence, the true value of the
rate and the value predicted by the various Markov models,
can be used to carefully adapt the model-order.
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In [17] this model selection problem was addressed in
a completely different way. There the sequence properties
were analysed and information theoretic criteria was used
for finding the best model order. It can be seen in [17] that
for the information theoretic criteria to work, the number
of parameters to be estimated for each model has to be
determined. Even in [17], this was a non-trivial problem
and the number of parameters chosen for each model was
heuristically determined. Here, we transcend that problem
by proposing a completely non-parametric model selection
technique as well. By using PPM, the prediction has been
made non-parametric even in [17]. Next we will introduce a
pair of estimators that provide a non-parametric approach to
model selection.

i

The Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimator maximizes the
a posteriori probability of an event, given the observations.
In other words, it picks that particular value, which is the most
likely one, given that the past has been observed. The MAP
estimator of the MCS index, given that the sequence has been
observed is as follows:
m

(12)

u
where Xn+1
is the next MCS index which we want to predict
and m is the MCS index taking the values of {1, 2, ..., 28}
while i is the model order used for prediction. The MCS index
u
u , ..X u
X̂n+1
is predicted at n using the values Xnu , Xn−1
n−i
u
and the true value Xn+1 is received at time instant (n + 1).
We can exploit this to adaptively select the value of i to be
used for prediction. We propose an adaptive MAP method for
adaptively selecting a model order and use it for prediction as
follows:

Step (i) A frequency tree of depth k max is built using the
Active LeZi-PPM algorithm discussed in Section
III-A where the value of k max can be decided based
on the MCS sequence length and the computational power available.;
Step (ii) Using the frequency tree, the ith-order conditional
u |X u X u ..X u
probability P(Xn+1
=
n n−1
n−(i−1) ) ∀i
max
as given in (10),(11) can be evaluated;
1...k
Step (iii) From these probabilities, the MAP estimator
relying on the ith-order model is calculated as
in (12);
u
X̂n+1
(i)
u
u
= arg max P(Xn+1
= m|Xnu Xn−1
..X u n−(i−1) ),
m

(13)
Step (iv) The probability of predicting the next MCS erroneously namely eun+δ (i) is calculated for each i as
follows:
u (i) ],
eun+δ (i) = E[IEn+δ
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This metric characterizes the prediction error that
may be incurred by the ith-order model. Again,
u (i) is an indicator function that takes the value
IEn+δ
1, when a given model predicts erroneously. It is
widely recognized that the expectation of the indicator function of any event will give the probability
of that event. We propose to select that specific
model i, which has the lowest prediction error,
namely
k u = arg min eun+δ (i).

A. ADAPTIVE MAP ESTIMATOR

u
u
u
X̂n+1
(i) = arg max P(Xn+1
= m|Xnu Xn−1
..X u n−(i−1) ),

u (i) is an indicator function formulated
where IEn+δ
as follows:
(
u (i)
u
6 = X̂n+1
1, Xn+1
u (i) =
(15)
IEn+δ
u (i).
u
= X̂n+1
0, Xn+1

(14)

(16)

The values eun+δ (i) in (7) are continuous and hence are
unlikely to assume the same values. However, in the event
of more than one i having the same eun+δ (i), we choose the
lowest model-order among those for prediction.
Steps (i)-(iv) formally define the adaptive MAP estimator.
Different UE sequences can have different k u s and this is handled by separately estimating k u for each user. Equation (14)
is the probability of predicting the MCS index erroneously at
(n + 1), but this is not known to us. However, we are aware of
the past erroneous predictions imposed by each model, and
u (i) ]. For
these may be used for empirically estimating E[IEn+δ
instance, one could use the following empirical estimator:
n

êun+δ (i) =

1X
IEju (i)
n

(17)

j=1

and the estimated êun+δ (i) be used instead of eun+δ (i) to optimize for k u .
Even though (17) can be used as an estimate of eun+δ (i),
it does not take into account the fact that if the MCS sequence
length received at the eNodeB increases, then the accuracy
of higher-order models generated by PPM also increase.
Therefore, not all past errors should be given equal weightage because this would result in penalizing the higher order
models. For instance, initially a simple Markov model may
have the best prediction performance while the accuracy of a
4th order model may be poor because the sequence length
observed may not be sufficient to construct accurately the
4th-order model. However, as more and more MCS values
are received, the 4th-order model learnt may become better,
consequently reducing its probability of error. Therefore,
we choose an empirical averaging, where the recent errors
are weighted more highly than distant past errors, while
estimating êun+δ (i). Hence, we propose to use an exponentially
weighted average given as:
êun+δ (i) = λêun (i) + (1 − λ)IEnu (i) ,

(18)

where 0 < λ < 1 is a forgetting factor (FF). Note that one can
compute IEnu (i) , since at instant n we have access to Xnu . It is
plausible that a high value of λ implies that more of the past is
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remembered, while a low value of λ implies that the algorithm
reacts more to the present. We would like to adapt the value
of λ as well, in order to arrive at a locally adaptive λun (i).
It has been shown in [31] that using a locally adaptive λun (i)
can more accurately adapt to time-varying coefficients and
in our case eun+δ (i) varies with time for each model i. Therefore, we also seek to adapt λ and propose to use a Variable
FF (VFF).

loss event. The MAP estimator itself is oblivious of this effect
and therefore, will fail to achieve the optimal throughput
despite using optimal prediction. The term affordable rate
becomes important in this context, we want to predict a rate
as high as we can afford to predict. The next section proposes
a method of predicting the rate, which penalizes predicting an
excessive rate.

1) DATA DRIVEN VFF ADAPTATION

In this technique, a cost is assigned to the event of predicting each specific state and the particular state, which has
the minimum cost is picked. There are numerous ways of
assigning the costs and we aim for facilitating the highest
possible throughput whilst avoiding failed transmissions. The
expected cost associated with a rate r(m), is denoted by
C(m, i) for a model-order i, which is given by:
p
X
u
u
Cn+1 (m, i) =
c(m, l)P(Xn+1
= l|Xnu ..X u n−(i−1) ), (25)

B. ADAPTIVE BAYESIAN RISK BASED ESTIMATOR

The FF has been adapted in [32] and [33] using the Approximate Derivative (AD) of the model coefficients. Let δ(n) be
the difference between êun (i) and IEnu (i) .,
δnu (i) = êun (i) − IEnu (i) .

(19)

When êun (i) changes rapidly with time, this implies that Gδnu (i)
which is the the approximate derivative of kδnu (i)k2 will have
a large magnitude [33] and is given by:

u
Gδnu (i) = | kδnu (i)k2 − kδn−1
(i)k2 |.

l=1

(20)

When Gδnu (i) is large, this implies that êun (i) changes rapidly,
hence λ should be low and vice-versa. Based on this, the value
of λun (i) is decided in [33] and [32] as follows:
λun (i) = λmin + (1 − g(Gδnu (i))(λmax − λmin ),

(21)

where Gδnu (i) is a local average of Gδnu (i), and g(u) is a function
assuming the form of g(u) = min [max (u, 0), 1], so that we
have λmin < λun (i) < λmax . The values of λmin and λmax were
experimentally set to 0.8 and 0.99, respectively. These values
are chosen to ensure that if λun (i) is close to λmin , the past is
not forgotten very soon. For instance, if λmin = 0.8, the error
that occurred 10 feedback instants earlier would be weighted
only by 0.1, and any lower value would imply that the error
metric will not even remember the past 10 values. Again,
λmax is chosen to be 0.99. The value of λun (i) computed
using (21), is used in (18) to obtain êun+δ (i) as follows:
êun+δ (i) = λun (i)êun (i) + [1 − λun (i)]IEnu (i) .

(22)

Then k u , which is the model-order to be used in PPM for
prediction for user u is estimated as follows:
k u = arg min êun+δ (i).
i

(23)

m

u
u
u
X̂n+1
(i) = arg max P(Xn+1
= m|Xnu Xn−1
..X u n−(k u −1) ).
m

(24)
The Adaptive MAP estimator (AME) has been designed to
achieve a high prediction accuracy, therefore it treats all errors
equally, i.e. both over-prediction and under-prediction of the
rate is equally penalized.
However, if the predicted rate is lower than the true rate,
the transmission at the predicted rate will still be successful,
although at the cost of a loss in throughput. By contrast,
if the predicted rate is higher, this will result in a packet

(26)

Given the conditional distribution estimated from the PPM
algorithm, the expected cost of selecting MCS m is given
by multiplying the cost of selecting MCS m when the true
MCS is l, multiplied by the specific probability that the true
MCS is l and summing it up over different values of l. Here
u
P(Xn+1
= l|Xnu ..X u n−(i−1) ) is the probability of the MCS
index at (n + 1) taking the value l, given that the sequence
Xnu ..X u n−(i−1) was observed, as calculated using (10),(11).
The proposed cost assignment is as follows:
(a) If the predicted rate is higher than the true rate, then
owing to the associated packet loss event, we have a rate
loss quantified by the true rate rl and this is taken to
be the cost of choosing the above-mentioned excessive
predicted rate.
(b) If by contrast, the predicted rate is lower than the true rate,
the difference in rate is the cost of using the predicted rate
(rl − rm ).
u
The predicted value of Xn+1
is given by minimizing the
expected cost C(m, i):
u
u
X̂n+1
(i) = arg min Cn+1
(m, i).

u
Finally, Xn+1
is predicted as follows:
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where p is the number of MCS values and,
(
rl ,
rl < rm
c(m, l) =
rl − rm , rl ≥ rm .

(27)

Now, we have to choose an optimal model-order and base
the prediction on this model-order. In the previous section,
the model order adaptation was achieved by minimizing the
expected MCS prediction error. By contrast, here we shall be
minimizing the rate loss incurred by using the model i, while
adapting the model order with the aid of this cost function
based technique as follows:
(i) A frequency tree of depth k max is constructed using the
Active LeZi-PPM algorithm;
(ii) Using the frequency tree, one can evaluate the probabilu ..X u
max ;
ities P(Xnu = t|Xn−1
(n−i) ) ∀i = 1 . . . k
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u ..X u
(iii) Using the probabilities P(Xnu = t|Xn−1
(n−i) ), one
can use (25),(27) to carry out the prediction for each
model-order i;
(iv) The prediction-cost incurred at (n + 1) for each model
is:

cun+1 (i) = c(m, l),

(28)

u (i) = m and the true MCS
if the predicted value is X̂n+1
u
is Xn+1 = l where c(m, l) is given by (26).
(v) The model-order is given by

k u = arg min cun+1 (i).
i

(29)

u
is known only at the time
However, the true MCS Xn+1
instant (n + 1), and hence one would like to estimate cun+1 (i)
using the costs incurred during the previous predictions.
Again, the empirical estimation can be carried out similarly
to the technique suggested in the previous section and for the
same reasons it is given by:

ĉun+1 (i) = λ̃ĉun (i) + (1 − λ̃).cun (i),

(30)

where 0 < λ̃ < 1 and cun (i) is the cost incurred by predicting
Xˆu n (i), where the true MCS is Xnu (i), as given in (26) .
Again, we would like to adapt the parameter λ̃ and for the
reasons provided in Section IV-A, the adaptation is carried
out using (20),(21) where δnu (i) is calculated as follows:
δnu (i) = ĉun (i) − cun (i).

(31)

Finally, the steps involved in prediction would be as follows:
we use the δnu (i) value obtained from (31) and this value is
used in both (20) and (21) to obtain λ̃un (i).
Then, this λ̃un (i) is applied in (32) to get :
ĉun+1 (i) = λ̃un (i)ĉun (i) + [1 − λ̃un (i)].cun (i),

(32)

and to compute k u as
k u = arg min cun+1 (i).
i

(33)

Finally, the prediction is carried out as follows:
C(m, k u ) =

p
X

u
c(m, l)P(Xn+1
= l|Xnu ..X u n−(k u −1) )

(34)

l=1
u
X̂n+1
(i) = arg min C(m, k u ),
m

(35)

where c(m, l) is estimated from (26). This algorithm is similar
to the adaptive MAP, but instead of picking the model that
minimizes the virtual prediction error, this algorithm picks
a model that relies on an MCS selection regime associated
with the minimum average rate loss. Thus, this algorithm is
designed to pick a model and to predict an MCS, with the
objective of minimizing the rate loss imposed.
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C. EFFECT OF SLEEP CYCLE ON ERROR/COST AVERAGING

In the earlier sections, we have discussed the effects of both
sleep cycles and DRX on the sequence prediction. A long
DRX may typically last for a few seconds [9] and when such
a sleep cycle occurs, one has to start building the models
from the scratch. On the other hand, a short sleep cycle may
last only for a few subframes, which is usually of the order
of 10ms. When such a sleep cycle occurs, one can retain the
frequency tree built from the information received until then.
However, the λ-adaptation mechanism will have to be
restarted, because if there is missing data, we lose continuity
in the history of δ(n) and Gδ (n). When the sleep cycles
occur infrequently, the λ-averaging may still give reasonable
results. However, when there are very frequent sleep cycles,
the λ-averaging will not converge. When one considers (18),
it is apparent that the MCS prediction-error sequence is modeled as an AR process, and encountering sleep cycles implies
that the AR model gets no input at all. When this happens
frequently, the AR model may rapidly tend to zero. In such a
case, we suggest employing a moving average (MA) model,
while averaging the error sequence, as follows:
êun+δ (i) =

n
1 X
wj IEju (i) .
n

(36)

j=n−L

The MA model can be adapted using the classic Least Mean
Square (LMS) adaptation rule. In Section V, we also study
the effect of having a short DRX on our prediction algorithms
through simulations.
D. PREDICTION COMPLEXITY

The prediction primarily involves the following four steps:
1) Constructing the trees:We construct the trees online i.e.,
when a value is received we update all the contexts from
1 to k max . This involves changing the data in k max nodes
of the tree, but it can be observed that no multiplications
are involved.
2) Computing the conditional distributions using
(10) and (11): It can be seen from (11) that computing
a k-th order probability for m MCS indices requires
3m multiplications and to compute k max such models
requires 3mk max multiplications.
3) Using each model for MAP/BRM prediction: MAP prediction involves finding the maximum probability from
the set of the m values computed. BRM prediction on the
other hand involves multiplying an m × m cost matrix
with an m-length probability vector for k max models,
hence requiring m2 k max multiplications.
4) Estimating êun+δ (i),ĉun+1 (i) for each model and choosing
the best model: This requires k max multiplications.
Thus the total number of multiplications required is m2 k max +
3mk max + k max . When a user has widely fluctuating CQI
which maps to all 28 MCS indices and we have k max = 5,
then 4368 multiplications are required. We would like
to point out that DSPs are capable of executing upto
8000 MIPS (Million Instructions per Second). Given that one
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prediction by obtaining an additional rate of 3.2% and the
AO-BRM outperforms AO-MAP by getting 4.6% additional
rate. It is to be noted that this network has only partial
traffic loading due to the specific traffic arrival, path-loss and
fading scenarios assumed. Modern wideband networks on the
other hand have multiple variables that can introduce more
dynamic variation in CQI. For instance, in the simple network
considered, there is no random scheduler influence because
only a single resource block is modelled. A complete network
simulation associated with a realistic scheduler behaviour is
likely to introduce more substantial CQI variations over time.
Additionally, the simple network considered does not take
into account log-normal shadowing or correlated interferers.
The LTE network studied in the next section will however
model all these effects and allow us to see the full impact of
rate prediction is a realistic network.

FIGURE 13. Average Rate CDF.

multiplication is one instruction and we have calculated 4368
such multiplications per user and that we support 10 users
per eNodeB, this results in around 45000 multiplications,
which will be readily carried out on such a powerful DSP.
Please note that between two sleep cycles, the UEs will
not encounter all 28 MCS levels and hence the complexity
computed above is substantially higher than the typical complexity. Usually only 5-10 MCS levels were encountered by
a single UE during the time for which the simulation were
conducted.
V. SIMULATIONS, RESULTS AND INFERENCE
A. A SIMPLE NETWORK SIMULATION

We first use a simple network simulator where the BSs are
assumed to be located on the vertices of a lattice as in
Section II-B with the same fading profile. Thus the signalto-interference ratio at the user is given by
hou kuk−α

SIR = X0
x∈3

hxu kx − uk−α I(x)

.

We then consider a set of 15 rates corresponding to 15 CQI
values and each CQI value has a probability of block error
associated with the SINR and rate adaptation is performed
using these rates.The different CQI values have specific rates
and corresponding SNR vs BLER curves which are picked
from the widely used simulator provided by [34].
Our Traffic model is as follows: Every BS serves a single
UE over 150 resources at each time instant. Each UE receives
a 1000-bit packet once every t time instants where t is exponentially distributed with a mean of 10.
Let us now compare the attainable network performance
with no prediction to the performances of the adaptive MAP
and of the Adaptive BRM algorithm respectively. The Adaptive Order MAP is denoted by AO-MAP and the Adaptive
Order BRM is denoted by AO-BRM. Even in this simple
network we can see substantial symbol rate gains due to prediction.The median rate for no prediction, for the MAP and
for the BRM schemes are 1.25, 1.29 and 1.34 bits per symbol
respectively. In other words, the AO-MAP outperforms no
4744

B. FULL NETWORK SIMULATION

Two specific user loads are considered i.e. a) Partial Loading,
b) Full Loading. For both these cases, we use the MCS
sequences of 5000 LTE sub-frames obtained from the full
system simulator, for 210 users. In the study of partial loading
there will be 210 active users, but their activity cycles will
vary depending on the traffic experienced by them. In this
contribution, all 210 users receive 3000-byte packets with
an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time. The average
inter-arrival time was 50ms.
We also analyzed the MCS sequences generated for each
UE in order to understand the behaviour of the sequences, in
the case of both partial and full loading. From the sequences
X u we generated the absolute difference sequence by comu
puting |Xn+1
− Xnu | for all n and analysed the statistics of
this new sequence for each UE. For each UE this sequence
characterizes the variability of the MCS-index at n and (n+1).
It was found that 35% of the users exhibited deviations in
u
excess of 3 between the adjacent values (Xn+1
= Xnu ± 3)
for at least 200 times in a 1000 length MCS-sequence for
partial loading. By contrast, this was true for as few as 5%
of users under full loading for more than 50 times in a
1000 length sequence. For example, an MCS value of 15
could change to 12 or 18 before the next feedback, i.e. from
1.96 bits per symbol down to 1.33. Similarly, 20% of the
users had variations higher than 4 between adjacent values
u
(Xn+1
= Xnu ±4) at least 200 times in a 1000-length sequence
for partial loading, while there was not even a single user with
more than 25 such events under full loading. The apparent
high variability of MCS-indices in the presence of partial
loading justifies the importance of prediction.
Additionally we also consider the scenario, where the users
have a randomly occurring short DRX sleep cycle, during
which they do not feed back their CQI. Hence, some of
these sequences, may also have ‘‘missing’’ data and our
algorithms are used for these sequences. Then, for each userspecific sequence X u 0 .X u 5 ...X u 5000 , the following procedure
is implemented in the system simulator
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(i) We build frequency trees up to depth m, which are
updated as and when the sequence arrives. We opt for
m = 5, since we are considering only an MCS sequence
of length 1000. This can be increased to m = 8 or above,
if one has access to longer sequences.
(ii) Then, using the frequency trees the probabiliu ..X u
ties P(Xnu |Xn+1
n−(k max −1) ) are calculated using
(10) and (11).
(iii) Then the techniques presented in Section IV-A and in
Section IV-B are invoked using the probabilities estimated. The algorithms in Section IV-A and IV-B shall
be referred to as Adaptive Order MAP (AO-MAP) and
Adaptive Order Bayesian Risk Minimizer (AO-BRM),
respectively.
(iv) Alternatively, we also invoke the techniques given in
Sections IV-A, IV-B using a fixed model-order - we
use model-order four as in (12) and (27). These shall
be referred to as Fixed Markov MAP (FM-MAP) and
Fixed Markov BRM (FM-BRM).
We then compare the proposed methods to the median method
given in [35], which was the best method for vehicular users
in [35] and our investigations also include vehicular users.
We also compare these methods to the naive, no-prediction
based approach.
We compare the various schemes based on the following
metrics:
(a) Block Error Rate (BLER), which is evaluated for each
user as:
PP
n=1 IXˆnu >Xnu
,
(37)
BLER =
P
where P is the total number of transport block transmission. A block error event occurs, whenever the predicted
MCS is higher than the actual MCS .
u ): The ratio of a particular rate
(b) Rate Efficiency (reff
obtained due to a specific prediction scheme and the rate
obtained using ideal prediction, which is defined as :
u
reff


 Ratecurrentscheme ,
Rateideal
=

0

Ratecurrentscheme ≤ Rateideal
Ratecurrentscheme > Rateideal ,
(38)

We consider 210 users for both partial and full loading, and
the empirical Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) are
plotted for all the above mentioned metrics and discussed.
The CDF of the BLER recovered under partial loading
is seen in Fig. 14a. Observe that the BRM predictors significantly outperform all other methods by having the lowest percentage of failed transmissions.When the AO-BRM
method is used, 90% of the users have a BLER of less than
6% packet loss, which is for 7.5% FM-BRM. By comparison, the AO-MAP, FM-MAP and No-Prediction approaches
have only 60%, 50% and 34% users with BLER below
10%. Additionally, the mean BLER of AO-BRM is 3.5%,
VOLUME 4, 2016

FIGURE 14. BLER CDFs. (a) Partial Loading. (b) Full Loading.

which outperforms the FM-BRM by 15%, the median-based
method by 175% and the naive no-prediction technique by
more than 200%.
To provide further insights, the rate-efficiency CDF
recorded under partial loading is compared in Fig. 15a.
Observe again that the BRM outperforms all other methods
by having the highest rate-efficiency. Here, for AO-BRM
nearly 77% of the users achieve a rate efficiency of 90% or
higher, while FM-BRM had only 70% of the users satisfying
this criterion. This implies that while FM-BRM had only
147 users out of 210 with a high rate-efficiency, AO-BRM
has 162 users with a high efficiency. The corresponding
percentages of users with a rate-efficiency of 90% were 39%,
32%, 25% and 23% for AO-MAP, FM-MAP, median-based
and for the scheme without prediction, respectively.
We also carried out a comparison of how AO-BRM and
AO-MAP selected models. The mean value of the model
orders selected by AO-MAP and AO-BRM were 2.8 and 2.7
respectively. These results indicate that the model orders
of 2 and 3 are favoured by the AO algorithms. We also find
that 30% of the times the users selected the model order
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FIGURE 15. Rate Efficiency CDFs. (a) Partial Loading. (b) Full Loading.

to be 4 or higher when using the MAP, while the BRM
estimator only has a probability 22% of having a model order
higher than or equal to 4. We would like to note here that
the MAP only depends on the most probable value to be
correctly identified, while the BRM depends upon the entire
conditional distribution for the case of achieving good performance. Since it takes longer for the higher order probabilities
to be learnt completely, we can explain the preference of
BRM to choose lower orders.
Let us now consider the scenario where there are missing
data points in the MCS sequence due to the presence of sleep
cycles. The trends seen in Fig. 16 are similar to those of the
scenario where there is no DRX, for all the methods proposed.
However, we observed that the median-based method of [35]
is only slightly better than the no-prediction scheme in the
presence of sleep cycles. On the other hand, the adaptive
methods do not suffer much in the presence of short sleep
cycles.
When we consider the full-loading based performance
graphs of Fig. 14b and Fig. 15b, the BRM technique is substantially better than the MAP both in terms of its BLER and
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FIGURE 16. With Sleep Cycle. (a) Rate Efficiency. (b) Packet loss.

its rate efficiency. There is a cross-over between the MAPbased and the no-prediction BLER CDFs, as seen in Fig. 14b.
This is due to the particular behavior of the MAP based
predictors, where all MCS-prediction errors are penalized
equally. More specifically, when the MAP predicts an MCS
that is higher than both the previously fed-back MCS value
and the true value, a packet loss event occurs. As a result,
for some users the no-prediction scheme performs better than
MAP prediction. This effect is explicitly seen in the full
loading scenario because the MCS variation itself is likely
to be more gradual. Hence, sometimes the fed-back MCS
works better than a predicted MCS even without prediction.
However, on average the MAP is better than no-prediction
and BRM is far better than both. However, when one compares FM to AO, it is seen that there is only a modest difference between them in terms of all the performance metrics
considered under full loading. This implies that partial loading requires us to carefully adapt the model order, while the
full loading based performance is good, even without adapting the model order. Since all practical systems encounter
partial loading, AO based methods are required for fully
VOLUME 4, 2016
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TABLE 6. Results summary.

[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]

exploiting the advantages of rate adaptation. It can also be
seen from Fig. 15b that the BRM techniques ensure that
almost all of the users have a rate efficiency of at least 90%
under full loading.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution we commenced by a historical perspective to adaptive modulation, rate feedback and the artefacts
associated with rate feedback. Then we described a generic
rate feedback system and a pair of specific wireless network
models. We then observed that even for a simple network
model it would be difficult to analyse the effect of rate
feedback artefacts and described a simulator which appropriately modelled an actual mobile network. We then described
several non-parametric approaches to rate prediction and we
proposed a pair of adaptive prediction algorithms conceived
for MCS sequences at the eNodeB in the presence of outdated
feedback. It was seen that a naive MAP predictor, which
assumes that all MCS prediction-errors are of equal cost,
performs considerably worse than the BRMs which had a
more strategic cost assignment. The MCS prediction scheme
presented above is independent of both the CQI estimation
as well as of the feedback algorithms used at the UE and
hence can complement any CQI estimation scheme used at
the UE. It is also independent of the receiver processing used
at the UE and the transmit modes used at the BS. Both of the
prediction schemes were based on using higher order Markov
models. Adaptively selecting the model-order resulted in an
independent prediction mechanism for each UE, depending
on its MCS sequence characteristics. Finally, our simulation results explicitly demonstrated the benefits of the proposed methods in terms of significantly improving the system
performance.
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